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Sets in IR d 
It is shown that the convex hull of a spanning set V of L½(d+ 1)kJ + 1 points 
in Nd has a supporting spanned hyperplane (equivalently, a facet of [V])  which 
misses at least k points of V. Spanning sets of cardinality L½(d+ 1)kj not having 
such a supporting hyperplane are fully described. The related problem where the 
spanned hyperplane does not have to be supporting, but still leaves at least k points 
of V on one side, is discussed and solved in some instances (e.g., d odd or k ~< 9, 
k ~ 8). © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a finite spanning subset V of ~d (aft V= Nd), and a hyperplane 
H spanned by V. (H= aff(Vn H), dim H= d-  1). H divides V into three 
disjoint sets: Hn  V, H -  n V, and H + n V, where H and H + are the two 
components of Nd\H. It is not hard to show that if V is "large enough" 
then the sets H-  n V, H + c~ V are large, at least for some spanned hyper- 
planes H. Our question is: how large is "large enough"? To make things 
precise, we define various "types" of spanned hyperplanes, as follows: H is 
of type (s) if H avoids at least s points of V, i.e., if #(V \H)= 
#(H-  n V)+ #(H + n V)>>.s. H is of type (l, k) if #(H-  c~ V)>~l and 
#(H+nV)>>.k .  (The roles of H -  and H ÷ are, of course, inter- 
changeable.) H is of type (! l, k) if # (H - c~ V) = l and # (H + n V) >~ k. 
We say that V is of type T (T= (s), T= (l, k), or T= (!/, k)) if at least 
one of the hyperplanes H spanned by V is of type T (with respect o V, of 
course). 
Note that we do not assume V to be in general position (just aft V= Nd). 
If V happens to be in a general position then every spanned hyperplane 
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avoids exactly # V-  d points of V, and for any two nonnegative integers 
l, k with l+k+d= #V there are spanned hyperplanes H with 
# (H-  c~ V) = l and # (H + c~ V) = k. (Consider the spanned hyperplanes 
through a fixed (d-2)-face of IV], the convex hull of V). 
Now define 
f (T ;d)=sup{#V:af fV=Ndand Vis not of type T}. (0.1) 
The "sup" in this definition is to be interpreted as follows: If there are 
arbitrary large finite spanning subsets of N~ which are not of type T, then 
f(T; d) = oo. Otherwise, if there are spanning subsets of R d which are not 
of type T, then f(T;  d) is the maximal size. If every spanning subset of Nu 
is of type T, then use the convention f(T;  d) = d. For example, f(0, 1 ; d) = 
f(1 ; d) = d by the convention. 
It is quite easy to show, e.g., by induction on d, that the numbersf(s; d) 
and f(l, k; d) are finite for all s, d, l, and k. A spanning set Vc Nd that is 
not of type T and is of maximal size (# V=f(T;  d)) is called an extremal 
set (for f(T; d)). The family of extremal sets for f(T; d) is denoted by 
Ext(T; d). 
The function f(s; d) was determined completely in [Kul]. (f(1; d)= d, 
f (2 ;d )=d+l ,  and for s>2 f ( s ;d )=sm+l  if d=2m is even, and 
f (s ;d)=s(m+l)  if d=2m+l  is odd.) The function f (k,k;d) was 
investigated in [Ku2] for d= 2 and in [Ku3] for d>~ 3, and in particular 
for d=3 ( f(k,k;3)=4k for all k~>l). It turns out that if l<<,k 
then f( l  + k; d) <~ f(l, k; d) <<. f(k, k; d) <<. 1.5k(d + 1) (see [Ku3, Proposi- 
tion3.2]). These estimates yield upper and lower bounds for f(l, k;d), 
whose ratio is never greater than 3. 
The main object of this paper is to evaluate f(!0, k; d) explicitly for 
all k, d~> 1. This is done in Section 1 (see (1.1) below), and the extremal 
sets are fully described in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we use these 
results, in combination with results from [Kul],  to evaluate f(O,k;d) 
explicitly for all k~> 1 and all odd d (see Theorem 4.1(b)), and also for 
1 <~k~< 9 k¢  8 and all even d (see Theorem 4.3). The extremal sets for 
k~< 5 are also obtained (Theorem 4.4). The work done here settles one 
"half' of the problem of evaluating the function f(!/, k; d). As we shall 
see in [Ku4], f(! l ,k;d)=oo whenever either l~>2, k>~0, and d>~2, 
or l= 1, k~>2, and d~>3. The cases where d=l  or /=k=l  turn out to 
be trivial, and this leaves only f(!0, k;d) and f(! l ,  k;2) as candidates 
for further research. (!0, k;d) is evaluated here, and f ( ! l , k ;2 )  in 
[Ku4]. 
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1. EVALUATION of f ( !0 ,  k; d) 
Let us start with the following observation: A finite spanning set Vc  R e 
is of type (!0, k) iff V has a spanned hyperplane H that supports V and 
misses at least k points of V. (H supports V if V lies in one of the closed 
half-spaces bounded by H.) In other words, V is of type (!0, k) iff the 
convex hull [V] of V has a facet (i.e., a (d-1)-dimensional face), that 
misses at least k points of V. Thus the number f(!0, k; d) is precisely the 
answer to the following question: How large can V be, if every facet of the 
d-polytop [ V] misses fewer than k points of V? 
Since every facet of any d-polytop misses at least one vertex, it follows, 
by the convention established in Section 0, that f(!0, 1 ;d )= d. 
For d/> 1 and k/> 2, however, we show in this section that 
f(!0, k; d )= L½(d+ 1) k_]. (1.1) 
Denote by h(d, k) the right-hand side of (1.1). Parts (a) and (b) of the 
following theorem are reformulations of the (implicit) inequalities "~<" and 
"/>" in (1.1), respectively. 
1.1. THEOREM. (a) I f  k >12 and V is a finite spanning subset of Nd, 
# V>h(d, k), then the d-polytop [V] has a facet that misses at least k 
points of V. 
(b) For all k>~2, there is a spanning set Vc  Nd, # V=h(d, k), such 
that every facet of [ V] misses fewer than k points V. 
Proof Let us prove (b) first. To minimize the number of non-incidences 
between points of V and facets of [ V], it is natural to try to make [ V] a 
simplex, and to place the points of V on low-dimensional faces (vertices 
and edges) of V. If d= 1 then V consists of k collinear points. Clearly 
#V=k=½( l+ l )k=h(1 ,  k) and Vis not of type (!0, k; 1). Assume now 
that d~>2. Let A be a d-simplex with vertices P0, Pl, ..., Pd, Pu+l=po (all 
indices are taken modulo d+ 1). For O<<.i<~d, choose some additional 
points on the open line segment ]p;, P i+l[ :  kk/2_]- 1 points for i even, 
and I -k /2] -  1 points for i odd. Let V consist of the vertices of A and the 
chosen points. Then [ V] = A, and it is easily verified that # V= h(d, k). If 
Fi is the facet of A opposite the vertex p~ (0,N< i~< d), then V\Fi c {ai} u 
]ai_ i, ai[ u ]ai, ai+ 1 [, hence 
(*) 
#(V\Fi)  <~ ( tk /2 J -1 )+ l+(Fk /2] - l )=k- l<k .  (1.2) 
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(,) 
Note that the inequality ~< in (1.2) usually holds as an equality. It is a 
strict inequality only when d is even, k is odd, and i = 0. In that case the 
left-hand side of (1.2) equals k- -2  (please check). 
1.2. LEMMA. Assume P is a (convex) d-polytop, d>~ 1. 
(i) There is a set 0 of d+ 1 facets of P, O = {Fo, F1, ..., Fd}, such 
that for all ;~ ~ ~ c O, 
dim c~ q~ <~d- #~b. (1.3) 
(ii) Moreover, if d>~ 2, then we can predetermine at will three members 
of O. 
We call such a set a combinatorial independent system of facets. 
Proof Assume, without loss of generality, that Pc  R d, and that 
Q ~ int P. Then for each facet F of P there is a unique non-zero vector 
a(F )~ d such that F={xtP :  (a (F ) ,x )= l} .  (a(F) is the vertex that 
corresponds to the facet F in the polar polytope P*.) Since P* is also a 
d-polytope, we can choose facets Fo, ..., Fd of P such that the points 
ai := a(Fi) ( i= 0, 1 ..... d) are affinely independent. Now consider a non- 
empty subset M of {0, 1 ..... d}. Then 0 {F;: i tM}= {xtP :  <a~,x)=l  
for i tM}.  If the vectors a~ (i~M) are linearly independent, hen the 
equations <ai, x )= l  ( i tM)  determine a flat of dimension d-#M.  
If the vectors a~ ( i tM)  happen to be linearly dependent, then there 
are coefficients ~; (i~M), not all zero, such that Z {a~ai: i tM} =0, but 
Y. {~;, i t  M} ~ 0, since the ai's are affinely independent. In this case the 
equations (a~, x )= 1 ( i~M) have no common solution at all. 
Since three vertices of P* are never collinear, any three of the points 
a(F) (F a facet of P) are affinely independent, and can be completed to an 
affine basis of vert(P*), provided d~>2. This shows that three of the F;'s 
can be chosen at will. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let P and O = {F o, E l ,  ... , Fd} be as in Lemma 1.2(i). 
(a) P is a simplex iff O {6)\{Fi} v~ for i=0,  1 ..... d. 
(b) I f (]  {O\{Fi}} #£j  for i= 1, 2 ..... d, then Fo is a simplex. 
Proof (a) If P is a d-simplex, then Fo, F1, ..., Fd are all the facets of P, 
and for each i c~ {Fi: 0 ~<j<~ d,j # i} is the vertex of P opposite F~. 
Conversely, if 0 (O \{Fg})#~,  then this intersection consists of a 
unique point p~P (since dim(~(O\{F~})<,d-d=O). The points 
Po, Pl, ..., Pd are affinely independent, since piCaffF,., but pj~F~ for all 
j# i .  Define A=conv{po ..... Pd}" A is a d-simplex, and clearly AcP .  
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On the other hand, if we denote by F 7 the closed half-space bounded by 
affFi that includes P (and therefore A), then A = N {FT" 0 ~< i ~< d} c P. 
Therefore P = A. 
(b) As in (a), let pi be the unique point of the intersection 
0 (O\{Fi}) ( i= 1, 2, ..., d). Define Ao=conv{pl ..... Pd}. Ao is a (d -1 ) -  
simplex, and AocF  o. For l<~i<<,d, efine F;- as in (a). Then F i c~affF o 
is the closed half-space of affFo that is bounded by the (d-2)-f lat 
aff{pj: 1 ~j<~d, j va i} and contains p~in its relative interior. Therefore 
A0= N¢=1 (F7 ~af fFo)= (N,~=I FT)naf fFo=P~af fFo=Fo.  I 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1(a). Assume Vc Na, aft V= ~a, 
and there is no facet F of [-V] such that # (V\F)>>. k (k >>. 2); we prove 
that # V<~h(d, k). Put P= [-V]. Choose a family O = {Fo .... , Fd} of facets 
of P that satisfies the requirements of Lemma 1.2. This family 0 is fixed 
from now on (untill the end of the proof). 
In particular n O = ~ (using the convention dim ~5 = - 1 ). For 0 ~< i ~< d 
put G~:=N(O\{F~} ). Then -l<<.dimGe<~d-d=O, and therefore 
# ( Vn Gi) ~< 1. Since # (V\F~) ~ k - 1 we obtain 
# (V\F~) + # ( Vc~ G~) <<. k, (1.4) 
for O<<.i<~d. Summing up (1.4) for O<<.i<<.d, we get 
d 
(#(V\F;)+ #(WGi)).<(d+ 1)k. (1.5) 
i=0 
Next we show that every member of V contributes at least 2 to the left- 
hand side of (1.5). In fact, if xe  V, and if x misses at least two members 
of O, then x contributes 1 to the summand # (V\Fi) for at least two values 
of i. If x misses only one facet Fi of O (it misses at least one since 
N O=~) ,  then x contributes I to #(V\F~) and 1 to #(Vn  Gi). Thus we 
can expand (1.5) into 
(I) i (Ii) 
2. #V,.< (#(V \F ; )+ #(Vc~G~)) <~ (d+ 1)k, (1.6) 
i=0 
hence # V~< k½(d+ 1) kJ = h(d, k). | 
1.4. Remark. Note that inequality (I) in (1.6) is an equality iff each 
point of V misses at most two facets of O, which happens only if each point 
of V is either a vertex of a relative interior point of an edge of [ V]. 
Because of (1.4), inequality (II) in (1.5) is an equality iff (.) 
#(V\F , )=k- -1 ,  for i=O,...,d, and (**) V~Gi#(25 for i=O,...,d. By 
Lemma 1.3(a), (**) holds iff IV] is a d simplex, in which case Fo, F1, ..., F j  
are all the facets of [ V]. 
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These observations lead to the following characterization theorem for 
sets in Ext(!O, k ;d)  when (d+ 1)k is even. (The corresponding theorem for 
(d+ 1)k odd appears in the next section.) 
1.5. THEOREM. Suppose d >~ l, k >~ 2, and ( d + l ) k is even. A spanning set 
Vc  R d belongs to Ext(!0, k; d) (i.e., # V= h(k, d) = ½(d+ 1)k, and every 
facet of [ V] misses fewer than k points of V) iff: 
(a) [VJ =A is a d-simplex; 
(b) V~ skel 1 A (= the union of the edges of A); and 
(c) each facet of A misses exactly k -  1 points of V. 
If we define 5~= 5ji--= # (Vc~ ]Pi, Pj[) (where {Po .... , Pd} = vert A), then 
condition (c) can be rephrased as 
~ {6~:O<~j<~d, j~ i}=k-2  for i=O,...,d. (1.7) 
1.6. Remarks. (i) When k = 3 (and d is odd), the foregoing theorem 
can be interpreted as follows: Since k -2  = 1, each vertex of A is an 
endpoint of a unique edge of A that contains a point of V in its relative 
interior. Hence V is the union of m := l (d+ 1) triples of collinear points 
which lie in m skew lines. (Note that each such triple is extremal for 
(!0, 3; 1).) (See Remark 2.2(ii) below.) 
(ii) The solutions of (1.7) in nonnegative integers 6~ ((d+ 1)k even) 
correspond to symmetric (d+ l) x (d+ l) matrices with nonnegative 
integral entries, zero diagonal, and all row-sums equal to k - 2. When d = 1 
or d= 2 there is only one such matrix for each admissible value of k. For 
d~> 3 fixed, and k ~ ~,  the order of magnitude of the number of these 
matrices (or of their equivalence classes under permutations of rows and 
columns) is k (a/2)- 1. 
2. THE EXTREMAL SETS FOR f(10, k; d) WHEN (d+ 1)k Is ODD 
2.1. THEOREM. Suppose d >>, 2 is even and k >1 3 is odd (i.e., ( d + 1)k is 
odd). A spanning set V c •d is extremal for (!0, k; d) (i.e., # V = h( d, k) = 
l (d+ 1)k -1  and every facet of [V] misses fewer than k points of V) iff 
either 
(i) [V3 =A is a d-simplex, V~ skell A, and each facet of A misses 
exactly k - i points of V, except for one faeet which misses only k - 2 points 
of V; or 
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(ii) [ V] = A is a d-simplex. All points of V but one lie on edges of A, 
one point of V lies in the relative interior of a 2-face of A, and each facet 
of A misses exactly k - 1 points of V; or 
(iii) k=3,  and V is the union of two sets V 2 and V a-3, where 
(a) V 2 is the set of vertices of a planar (convex) quadrilateral, 
(b) d imaf fV  d 3=d-3 ,  and V a-3 is extremal for ( !0 ,3 ;d -3 )  (see 
Remark 1.6(i) above). (In this case the flats L 2 = aff V 2 and L a-3 = aff V a-3 
are necessarily skew, since dim aff(L 2 u L d-3) + 1 = dim aft V+ 1 = d+ 1 = 
(2+ 1)+ ( (d -  3)+ 1).) 
Proof Let us first prove the theorem under the additional assumption 
that [-V] = A is a d-simplex. 
Necessity. Suppose V~Ext(!0, k; d). Then inequality (1.6) becomes 
a (rl) 
(d+1)k - l=2.#V~ ~, (#V\F~)+ #(Vc~Gi)) <. (d+1)k .  (2.1) 
i=0  
Since, by assumption, [- V] = A is a d-simplex, the facets Fo, F I ..... Fa of 6) 
are all the facets of A. 
Case (i). (I) is an equality. In this case each point of V misses either 
one or two facets of A, i.e., V= skell A. Moreover, #(Vn  Gi) = I for all i 
(by Lemma 1.3(a)) and therefore the numbers #(V\F i ) ,  except one, are 
k -  i, and the remaining one is k -2 ;  i.e., V satisfies condition (i) of the 
theorem. 
Case (ii). (If) is an equality. The same line of argument as above 
shows that V satisfies condition (ii) of the theorem. (Exactly one point of 
V misses three facets of A.) 
Sufficiency. Suppose V= ~a satisfies condition (i) or condition (ii) of 
the theorem. Then V is clearly not of type (! 0, k; d), and it remains to show 
= k i that #V=h(d ,k )  ½(d+l)  -~ ,  or 2.#V=(d+l )k -1 .  But this 
follows again from (1.6): Condition (i) implies that inequality (I) holds 
as an equality, and (II) holds as a strict inequality with difference 1. 
Condition (ii) implies that inequality (II) holds as an equality, and (I) 
holds as a strict inequality with difference 1. 
This completes this proof of Theorem 2.1 when VV] =A is a d-simplex. 
It remains to be shown that if IV] is not a simplex, then V~Ext(!0, k; d) 
iff k= 3 and V satisfies condition (iii). This is done mainly in the next 
section. Here we insert a general remark on free joins, which clarifies the 
situation, particularly for k = 3. This remark shows, in particular, that the 
set V described in Theorem 2.1(iii) is indeed in Ext(!0, 3, d) (d even). 
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2.2. Remarks on free joins. (i) We say that a set Va  Rd is the free 
join of subsets V1,..., V, (notation: V=V1 + ... + Vt), if (a) 
V= VI va ... to Vt and (b) 1 + dim aft V=~2~=1 (1 + dim aft Vi); i.e., if the 
flats L;--aft  V; ( i= 1, ..., t) are mutually skew (=affinety independent). 
Condition (b) is equivalent o: (b') a set Wc V is affinely independent iff 
each of the sets Wm V; (i = 1, ..., t) is affinely independent. Conditions (a) 
and (b) imply that the sets V,, i = 1 ..... t, are mutually disjoint. 
If Vc  Rd, aft V= R e and V= V1 + ... + Vt, then every spanned flat 
A=af fW (WaV)  is the affine hull of the subflats Ai=Ac~L~= 
aff(WmV;), and l+d imA=Z~=l( l+d imA; ) .  It follows that A is a 
spanned hyperplane (i.e., dim A = d -  1) iff dim A; = dim L i -  1 (i.e., A; is a 
(relative) spanned hyperplane of L~) for some i, and Aj= Lj for a l l j¢  i. In 
this case V\A  = V~\A~, and A separates V in exactly the same manner as 
A; separates V;. 
It follows that V is of type T (T= (!l, k), or T= (l, k), or T= (k)) iff at 
least one of the subsets V~, ..., V, is of type T; i.e., V is not of type Tiff  
none of the sets V; is of type T. Therefore if 1 +d=Zl=l  (1 +d;), d;~> 1, 
and if T¢(1) ,  (0, 1), (!0, 1), (!1, 0)then 
f(T; d)>~ i f(T; d,). (2.2) 
i=1 
(In fact, (2.2) holds for T~ {(1), (0, 1), (!0, 1), (!1, 0)} as well, but not for 
the same reason.) Similarly (with dl = d -  1, d 2 = 0) ,  
f (T ;  d) ) f (T ;  d -  1)+ 1. (2.3) 
If (2.2) holds with equality (for some type T and some numbers 
d,,...,dt), then every free join of sets V;~Ext(T;di)  ( i=1 ..... t) is in 
Ext(T; d). In particular, the set V described in Theorem 2.1(iii) is extremal 
for ( !0,3;d)  (d even), since, first f(!O, 3 ;d)=[_~(d+l )_ ]=4+ 
3( (d -3)+ 1) = [_~(2+ 1)_]+ ~( (d -3)+ 1) = f(!0, 3 ;2 )+f ( !0 ,  3; d -3 ) ,  
and second, a spanning set of four points in the plane is obviously not of 
type (!0, 3; 2). This settles the "if' part of Theorem 2.1(ii). (The "only if" 
part is settled in Section 3 below). 
(ii) Remark 1.6(i) says that when k=3 and d is odd, 
f(!0, 3; d) = 3(d+ 1)= ((d+ 1)/2) f(!0, 3; 1), and every set in Ext(!0, 3; d) 
is the free join of (d+ 1)/2 collinear triples (= sets in Ext(!0, 3; 1)). 
Similar results for the types (k; d) were obtained in [Kul ] .  In Section 4 
we obtain similar results for f(0, k; d), d odd, and for (0, 4 ;d)  and 
(0, 5; d). In all these cases, the free join-irreducible xtremal sets are of 
dimension ~< 2. 
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The following lemma is very useful in Section 4. 
2.3. LEMMA. Suppose V c ~d, aft V= Nd, and V= V1 9 ... ~/ V,, 
where dim aft Vi = di for i = 1 .... , t (1 + d= 52~= 1(1 + di)). I f  V s Ext(T; d) 
for some T (T= (!l, k), or T= (l, k), or T= (k)), then VieExt(T; di)for all 
1 <~ i <<. t such that d~ > O. 
Proof As remarked before, if V is not of type T, then V~ (1 ~<i~< t) is 
also necessarily not of type T. If some V~ were not extremal for (T; d~), then 
we could replace V~ by a larger set V; (aft V; = aft Vi, # V; > # Vi), V; not 
of type T, and the resulting set V'= V1 ? . - -+ Vi_l + V; 9 V,.+~ + ... 9 Vt 
would be larger than V, and not of type (T; d), contradicting the 
extremality of V. | 
3. END OF PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 (The Non-simplicial Case). 
Recall our assumptions : d~> 2 is even, k i> 3 is odd, V is a finite spanning 
set of Na, #V=h(d ,k )=½(d+l )k -½,  [V] is not a simplex, and every 
facet of [ V] misses at most k -  1 points of V. 
Under these assumptions we must show that V satisfies assertion (iii) of 
Theorem2.1; i.e., k=3,  and V is the free join of m :=d/2 subsets 
V1 .... , Vm, where each of V1, ..., Vm-1 is a collinear triple, and Vm is (the 
set of vertices of) a planar convex quadrilateral. 
Let O = {Fo, F1 ..... Fd} be as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider 
again the inequalities (1.6) of that proof. The left-hand side is 2. # V= 
(d+ 1) k - 1. In the middle term, # (V\Fi) ~< k - 1 and # ( Vc~ Gi) ~< 1 for 
i = 0, 1 ..... d, and at least one of the sets Gi is empty, since [ V] is not a 
simplex (recall Lemma 1.3(a)). Assume, without loss of generality, that 
Go = Nai=l Fi = ~.  
Thus we obtain: 
d 
2. # V=(d+ 1)k -1  ~< ~ (#(V \G)+ ~fi(V('lGi) ) 
i=O 
<~(k-1)+dk=(d+ l )k -1 ,  
and equality must hold throughout. Therefore 
(a) #(V\F i )=k-1  (1=0 .... ,d) ;  
(b) G , .¢~ (i= 1 ..... d); 
(c) each point of V misses at most two facets of O (see remark 1.4). 
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From this we conclude: 
(a') Each facet of [VJ misses exactly k -1  points of V, since each 
facet of IV] is a member of some combinatorial independent system of 
facets (Lemma 1.2(ii)). 
(b') Fo is a (d-1)-simplex, with vertices p~ ..... pa, where 
{P~} := 0 {Fj: 0 ~<j~< d, j¢  i} (Lemma 1.3(b)). 
(c') Each point of V misses at most two facets of [V] (Proof If a 
point p e V were to miss some three facets of [ V], then we could include 
those facets in a Comb. ind. system O (Lemma 1.2(ii)), and would obtain 
a contradiction to (c) above.) 
For 0 ~< i < j ~< d, define e u = 0 (O \ { F;, F i } ). By the defining properties 
(1.3) of O, dime0.~<l, and by (c), Vc~{e~:  O~i<j~d}.  For 
l <~i<j<~d, eo= 0 {Fo~F~: l <~ v<~d, v¢ {i,j} } is just the edge [P~, &l 
of Fo. If i = 0, 1 ~< j ~< d, then 
%=0 {F~" l <~ v<~d, v¢ j}  ~Foc~eoj 
=~ {Fv'O<~ v<~d, v-Cj}= {pj}. 
Thus, either %-= {pj}, or % is an edge [-pj, qj] of [V]. In the later case, 
qjCFo (since Foneoj={pj}), and qj¢Fj, since eojc~F]= d 
Go = ~ (see above). 
Assume, w.l.o.g., that %= [pj, qj] ( ¢ {pj}) for 1 ~<j< l, and % = {pj} for 
l<j<~d, for some 0~<l~<d. It follows that Vc  U {[Pi, &] :  1 ~<i<j<~d} to
U {[&, qj]: 1 <~j<~l}, and therefore vert[V] = {Pl, .--, Pd} w {ql, ..., qa} 
and l ~> 2, since dim [ V] = d and [ V] is not a simplex. 
If 1 ~< j ~< l, then there must be a facet U of [ V] that contains the vertex 
q j, but not pj. U is not in O since the only face in O that misses & is Fj, 
and qj¢fF] (see above). It follows that the edges of [VJ  emanating from pj 
(1 ~< j ~ l) do not contain any points of V in their relative interiors. In fact, 
if z e ]pi, qj[, then z misses at least three facets of [ V] (Fo, Fj, and U), and 
if zE]pi,&[, where l<~i<~d, i¢j ,  then z~Fi, z(~Fj and z~U, hence 
zCV, by (e'). It follows that Vc{pl,. . . ,pl}w{ql,. . . ,q~}wO {[p; ,p j ] :  
l < i < j ~ d } and therefore V\F1 = { pl, ql }. But # (V\F1) = k - 1, by (a), 
hence k=3.  Now, V\Fo={q a .... ,ql}, and #(V\Fo)=k- l=2,  hence 
l=2.  
Def ine  V 2 ~-- {Pl, ql, P2, q2}, V d-3 = Vc~ [P3 ,  "., Pal. Then V= V 2 w 
V a- 3, V 2 is the set of vertices of a convex quadrilateral, namely, of the face 
0d=3 Fe of IV],  and dim[V a-3] =d-3 .  Thus V= V 2 ~ V a-3. Moreover, 
# va- a = #V-4=½(d+l )3 -½-4=½((d -3)+ l ) .3=f ( !0 ,3 ;d -3 ) .  
By Remark 2.2(i), V d-3 is not of type (!0, 3; d -3 )  since V= V 2 ';, V a-3, 
and V is not of type (!0, 3 ; d). 
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Thus Vd-3eExt(!0, 3; d -3 ) .  By Remark 1.6(i) V d-3 is the free join of 
½d-  1 collinear triples. 
3.1. Remark. When k = 3, and d= 2m is even, there are precisely three 
combinatorial types in Ext(!0, 3; 2m). These types correspond to the three 
cases (i), (ii), and (iii) in Theorem 2.1. Each of these sets can be written as 
V= V1 ~/ "'" ~/ Vm-1  £/ W, where V1 ..... Vm-1 are collinear triples and 
W is a (spanning) planar set of four points. In case (i) W itself is the free 
join of a collinear triple and a single point, in case (ii) W consists of the 
vertices of a triangle and one interior point, and in case (iii) W is the set 
of vertices of a convex quadrilateral. 
4. DETERMINATION Or f(0, k; d) WrrEN d Is ODD 
OR WHEN k Is SMALL (k ~ 5) 
In this section we determine the value o f f (0 ,  k; d) and describe the 
corresponding extremal sets for all k when d is odd, and for k ~< 5 when d 
is even. For d even and k/> 6 we obtain lower and upper estimates for 
f(0, k; d), which yield the exact value off(0, k; d) when k = 6, 7, 9. 
The main idea is as follows: The types (k), (0, k), and (!0, k), which 
have been defined in the Introduction to this paper, are related by the 
inclusions 
(k) ~ (0, k) ~ (!0, k). (4.1) 
The complements of these types (with respect o the set of all finite span- 
ning subsets of Nd) satisfy the reverse inclusions, and the corresponding 
functions f(!O, k; d), f(O, k; d), f(k;  d) (as defined in the introduction) 
satisfy 
f(k; d) <~ f(O, k; d) ~ f(!O, k; d). (4.2) 
The function f(!0, k ;d)  has been determined in Theorem 1.1 
(f(!0, l; d) = d, and for k ~> 2 f(!0, k; d) = L½(d+ 1) k J), and f(k; d) was 
evaluated in [Kul,  Theorems l.1 and 2.2] ( f (1 ;d )=d and for k~>2 
f(k; 2m-1)=ink  and f (k ;  2m)=mk+ 1). From this we obtain: 
4.1. THEOREM. (a) For all d>~ 1 f(O, 1 ; d) = d. 
(b) For d>~l oddandk>~2 f (O,k;d)=½(d+l)k.  
(c) For d>~2 even (d=2m) andk>~2, mk+l<~f(O,k;2m)<,mk+ 
L½kJ. 
4.2. Remarks. (i) Part (a) merely reflects the fact that every finite 
spanning subset of ~d is of type (0, 1), in fact, even of type (!0, 1). 
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(ii) From (c) we see that f(0, k; 2m) =mk+ L½kJ when k = 2, 3. 
Additional information about f(O,k;2m) is obtained in the following 
theorem. 
4.3. THEOREM. (a) For m>>.lf(O,k;2m)>~f(O,k;2)+(m-1)k. 
(b) For k=4,  5 andm>>.lf(O,k;2m)=mk+Llkj. 
(c) For k >>.6 andm>~ l f(O,k;2m)<rnk +L½kJ (= f(!O,k; 2m)). 
(d) For k=6,7 ,9 ,  and rn>~ l f(O,k;2m)=mk +L½kJ-1, whereas 
for k=8 we can only show that 8rn+2~<f(0, 8;2m)~<Sm+3. 
Proof We prove (a), then (b) and the "~>" part of (d). The "~<" part 
of (d) (for k = 6, 7, 8, 9) is included in (c). Part (c) itself is proved later in 
this section. (See (*) after Proposition 4.5.) 
Proof of (a). Since f(0, k; 1)= k, assertion (a) is a special case of (2.2). 
Proof of (b). In view of Theorem 4.1(c) and Theorem 4.3(a) it suffices 
to show that f(0, 4; 2) ~> 6 and f(0, 5; 2)/> 7. Let A be a triangle. For k ~> 4, 
let T k+2 be a subset of A, of size k+ 2, that contains the three vertices of 
A, and at least one point in the relative interior of each edge of A. We leave 
it to the reader to verify that T k÷2 is not of type (0, k), and therefore 
f(0, k ;2 )>~k+2 for k~>4. 
Proof of (d) ("~>"). In view of Theorem 4.3(a), we may restrict our 
attention to the case m = 1 (d = 2). For k = 6, 7, 8, we have already shown 
that f(0, k; 2) ~> k + 2. All that remains to be shown is that f(0, 9; 2) >~ 12; 
i.e., that there is a spanning set S of twelve points in N2 that is not of type 
(0, 9). An example of such a set appears in Fig. 1. We leave the verification 
to the reader. (In fact, f(0, 9 ;2 )= 12 and Fig. 1 is the only set in 
Ext(0, 9; 2), which is not hard to show.) 
The proof of (c) is based upon the following observation: The inclusion 
(!0, k )c  (0, k) implies one of the following two alternatives, for k>~ 2: 
v w v 
FIG. 1. 
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(i) f(0, k ;d )  =f ( !0 ,  k ;d) .  In this case ~ ¢ Ext(0, k ;d )  c 
Ext(!0, k; d), and, in fact, a set VeExt(!0, k; d) is in Ext(0, k; d) iff V is 
not of type (0, k). 
(ii) f(0, k; d)<f(!O, k; d). In this case all the sets VeExt(!0, k; d) 
are of type (0, k). 
To distinguish between these two alternatives, we check each 
VeExt( !O,k ;d)  for type (0, k). If Ext(!0, k ;d )¢  (O,k) then (i) holds, 
and Ext(O, k; d)= Ext(!O, k; d)\(O, k; d). If Ext(!O,k;d)c(O,k) ,  then 
(ii) holds. As we see later in this section, when k~>6 then always 
Ext(!0, k; 2m) ~ (0, k). 
The procedure outlined above enables us to describe Ext(!0, k ;d)  
explicitly, in those cases where f(O, k; d)= f(!O, k; d). This description 
forms the contents of Theorem 4.4 below. 
To describe the extremal sets, we use the following system of notation: 
p1 a one point set. L k is a set of k collinear points (k ~> 3). T 4 is the set of 
vertices of a triangle, plus one interior point. Z 6 is the set of vertices of a 
triangle A plus one point in the relative interior of each edge. Z 7 is Z 6 plus 
one interior point of A. (The additional point may lie on 0, 1, 2, or 3 line 
segments determined by the points of T 6. A detailed check shows that all 
together there are 12 distinct "order types" for T 7, in the sense of [G-P].)  
Q4 is the set of vertices of a planar convex quadrilateral. 
The superscript always indicates the number of points. We use subscripts 










4.4 THEOREM. The extremal sets of the types (0, k; d), where k >f 1 and 
d >>. 1 is odd, or 1 <~ k <~ 5 and d >t 2 is even, are as follows: 
(0, 1 ; d), d>~ 1 : no extremal sets. 
(0,2;d),  d~>l: p1 .;, ... + p~ (=d+l  affinely independent 
(0, k ;2m-1) ,m~>l ,k~>3,  butk¢4:L  k + L~ + -.. + L k. 
(0,3;2m), m~>l: L~ + ... + L3m ~ p1, or L~ ~ ... ;/ 
3 ~/ 0 4. (Same as for (!0,3;2m), see T 4, or L~ + ... ~/ Zm_ 1 
3.1.) 
4 (0,4;d),  all d>~l" L 4 ~ ... ~/ Lp ~ T 6 ~/ ... + Trq, where 
p >~ O, q ~ O, and 2p + 3q = d+ 1 (hence q = d+ 1 (mod 2)). 
(f) (0 ,5 ;2m),m>- l :L~ ... 9 L5m_l ~/ T 7. 
Proof Part (a) is trivial: Every spanning subset of ~d is of type (0, 1), 
hence f(0, 1, d) = d. 
Part (b) is also trivial: By Theorem4.1(b), (c) f(0, 2; d )=d+ 1, and 
every affinely independent set of d+ 1 points in ~d is not of type (0, 2; d). 
582a/65/1-10 
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The remaining parts of the theorem pertain to the cases where k ~> 3 and 
d is odd, or 3~<k~<5 and d is even. In all these cases f(0, k ;d )= 
f ( !O ,k ;d )  = [_½(d+l)kJ (see Theorem 4.1(b), Remark 4.2(ii), and 
Theorem 4.3(b)). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that all the sets listed in (c), (d), (e), 
and (f) are of the right dimension d, and of the right size [_½k(d+ 1)J, and 
that they are not of the type (0, k; d). This last item has to be checked 
only for the components of the free joins under consideration (see 
Remark 2.2(i), after (2.3)). In part (d), note that every spanning set of four 
points in the plane is not of type (0, 3). 
It is worth mentioning that for k= 3, the sets listed in (c) and (d) as 
extremal for (0, 3;d) exhaust all of Ext(!0, 3;d) (see Remark 1.6(i) for d 
odd and Theorem 2.1(iii) for d even), and that they are all not of type (3) 
(every spanned hyperplane misses at most 2 points). This means that for all 
d>~ 1 and for 1 ~< k ~< 3, f (k ;  d) =f(0, k; d) =f(!0, k; d), and 
Ext(k; d) = Ext(0, k; d) = Ext(!0, k; d). 
This settles the case 1 ~< k ~< 3 of the theorem. 
The rest of the proof consists of searching through the lists Ext(!0, k; d) 
(k/> 4, d >~ 1 ), and showing that all sets V e Ext(! 0, k; d) are indeed of type 
(0, k) except for those listed in Theorem 4.4(c), (e), and (f). For the sake 
of easier eference, we formulate this as 






V is of type (0, k); or 
k = 4, and V is as in Theorem 4.4(e) ; or 
k = 5, d is even, and V is as in Theorem 4.4(f); or 
d is odd, k >1 5, and V is as Theorem 4.4(c). 
(,) Note that Proposition 4.5 settles Theorem 4.3(c) as well. 
a a 
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We prove Proposition 4.5 by induction on d. The case d-- 1 is trivial : If 
V~ Ext(!0,k; 1), then V-- L k, V is not of type (0, k), and V appears in the 
lists (Theorem 4.4(c) for k/> 5, Theorem 4.4(e) for k = 4). 
Next we turn to the case d--2. Assume VeExt(!0, k;2). If 
k = 2~c + 2 ~> 4 is even, then by Theorem 1.5 V is as indicated in Fig. 2a. If 
k=2~c+3~>5 is odd, then, by Theorem2.1(i)(ii), V is as indicated in 
Fig. 2b or 2c. (The point z may lie anywhere in the interior of [a, b, c].) 
The reader can easily check that in all cases there is a spanned line L 
that leaves one point of V on one side and # V-  3 points on the other 
side. When k>~6, #V-3=h(2 ,  k)-3=k+[_k/2_]-3>~k; i.e., V is of 
type (0, k). When k = 4, V is T 6, and when k = 5, V is T 7 (in both Figs. 2b 
and 2c). 
Induction step d -  1 ~ d (d~> 3): 
Assume V~ Ext(!0, k; d), d~> 3, and suppose first that V is the free join 
of two proper subsets: V= V~ + V2. (The case where V is free join 
irreducible comes later.) 
Assume dim Va = d~ ~< d2 = dim V2 (d l+ 6/2 -+- 1 = d). If d I = 0, then 
# V1 = 1, and V2 is not of type (!0, k) (see Lemma 2.3), and therefore 
# V= 1 + # V2~< 1 +f(!O, k; d -  1)= 1 + [½kdJ 
< 2 + [_½kd_] <~ [_½kJ + [_lkd_] <~ [_lk(d+ 1)_j = f(!O, k; d) 
(note that k~>4), a contradiction. Therefore, by Lemma2.3, 
VieExt(!0, k; di), i= 1, 2. Moreover, let us assume that V is not of type 
(0, k). Then each Vi is not of type (0, k), and thus we can apply the 
induction hypothesis to Vi. We distinguish several cases: 
(i) k = 4. By induction hypothesis, each Vi is a free join of L4'S and 
T6's, and so is V. 
(ii) d, d,, and d2 are odd, and k ~> 5. By ind. hyp. each V~ is a free 
join of Lk's, and so is V. 
(iii) d is odd, dl and d2 are even, and k/> 5 is odd. Then 
#V= ~t~ gl _~ ~ V2 =f(!0,  k; d~)+f(!0, k; d2) 
= g(d ,+ l )  + 5(d2+1 = (d~+l)+5(d2 
k 
=2k (d+ 1) -  1 <~(d+ 1)=f(!0,  k;d), 
+~)-1 
a contradiction. 
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(iv) d is odd, dl and d 2 are even, and k>~6 is even. By Proposi- 
tion 4.5, applied to V1 and V2, we see that both V~ and V2 are necessarily 
of type (0, k) and so is V. 
(v) d is even, and k = 5. Here one of the numbers di is odd, and one 
is even. Assume, e.g., that dl is odd, d2 is even. By ind. hyp., V1 is a free 
join of LS's, and V2 is a free join of (d2/2 - 1) LS's and one T 7. Thus V is 
a free join of (d/2 - 1) LS's and one T 7. 
(vi) d is even, and k i> 6. As in case (v), assume d2 is even. By ind. 
hyp., V2 is of type (0, k), and so is V. 
All that remains to be shown is 
4.6. PROPOSmON. I f  VeExt(!O,k; d), k >.4, d>>. 3, and V is not the free 
join of two proper subsets, then V is of type (0, k). 
To prove Proposition4.6, we introduce the following notations: 
[V] =A = [Po, Pa ..... Pal, and Fi is the facet of A opposite p~, O<<.i<<.d. 
V' = Vn skell A. 
From Theorem 1.5 we know that if (d+ 1) k is even, then V'= V, and 
#(V\Fi)  =k-  1 for all i. When (d+ 1) k is odd there are two possibilities 
(see Theorem 2.1(i), (ii)): 
(i) V '= V, and there is a unique vertex p~ of A such that 
#(V\F i \{p i})  = k-3 .  (For all other vertices the number is k -2 . )  
(ii) V'= V\{z}, where z lies in the relative interior of a 2-face T 
of A. In this case #(V\F~\{p i} )=k-2  for all O<~i<~d, and ze V\F~ iff 
p~ e vert T. 
Therefore # (V' \F~\ {pl}) = k - 2 for all p~ e vert A \vert T ( va ~ since 
d>~ 3), To finish the proof of Proposition 4.6, we need the following two 
lemmas. 
4.7 LEMMA. Assume V~Ext(!O,k;d), d>~3, k>~4. I f  three edges of 
[ V], with a common vertex, contain points of V in their relative interior, 
then V is of type (0, k ). 
Proof Assume [V] =A = [Po, Pl . . . .  , Pa], and Vn ]Po, Pi[ ~ for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Denote by qi (i = 1, 2, 3) the point of Vc~ ]Po, Pi[ closest o P0. 
Define H= aft{q1, qz, q3, P4 ..... Pd}. Note that vert A c aff({po} w H), and 
therefore H is a hyperplane. Denote by H + the open side of H that misses 
Po. Note that {pl, p2, p3}cH +, and therefore ]p~,p j [cH  + whenever 
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l<.i<<.d and i<j<.d. It follows that p l~V' \F l \{q l}cH +, and 
{P2, P3} cH+ c~F1. Therefore 
#(V 'c~H+)~>2+ #(V'\F, \{ql})  
(.) 
=2+ #(V'\F~\{p~}) >~2+k-3=k-1 ,  
(.) 
and >~ holds as an equality iff #(V' \F~\{p~})=k-3.  Repeating the 
same argument twice more, with the indices 1, 2, 3 cyclically permuted, we 
find that #(Vc~H+)>>.k, unless #(V ' \F i \{p i} )=k-3  for i=1 ,2 ,3 .  
But this can only happen when V'= V\{z}, and zCF~ for i=  1, 2, 3; i.e., 
z e relint[pa, P2, P3] c H + (see (ii) above), and therefore # (Vc~ H +) = 
1 + ( V' c~ H + ) t> k, and thus V is of type (0, k). 
4.8. LEMMA. If VEExt(!O,k;d), d>~3, k~>4, and if one edge of A 
( = IV] )  contains kpoints of V, then V is the free join oftwoproper subsets. 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that # (V~ [Pd-  1, Pd]) = k. 
Then the facet F d of A already misses k -  1 points in [Pd- i, Pd]" Since F d 
is not allowed to miss more than k -1  points of V, all the remaining 
points of V must lie in F d. The same argument works for F d_ i as well. It 
follows that V\ [Pd-1, Pal ~ Fd-1 c~ Fd = [Po, Pl,..., Pd-2], and therefore 
V=L k ~/ V1, where Lk= Vn [Pd- l ,  Pd] and VI= Vc~Fd_~F d. | 
Now we return to the proof of Proposition 4.6. We assume that 
VeExt(!O,k;d), d>>.3, k>>.4, V is free-join irreducible and not of type 
(0, k), and we arrive at a contradiction. Since d ~> 3, A has at least four ver- 
tices. If V '= V (i.e., Vc  skel I A), then #(V\F i \{p i} )=k-2  holds for all 
but one of the vertices Pi. If V '= V\{z}, where z lies in the relative interior 
of a 2-face T of A, then all points Pi of vert A\vert T satisfy: z eFi, 
and therefore # (V'\Fi\{p~}) = # (V\Fi\{&}) = k-  2. Assume, therefore, 
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~ag= 1#(Vc~ ]po, p i [ )=k-2 .  In view of Lemmata4.7 and 4.8, we may 
assume that the points of V\Fo\{Po} occupy exactly two (open) edges 
emanating from Po, say ]Po, Pl[ and ]Po, P2[. 
As before, denote by qi the point of Vc~ ]P0, Pl[  closest o P0 ( i= 1, 2), 
define H= aft{q1, q2, P3, "", Pd}, and denote by H + the open side of H 
that misses Po (see Fig. 3). 
In this case, V\F I \{q l}cH +. The explanation for this is that if 
v~ V'\FI\{ql}, then veH+, exactly as in the proof of Lemma4.7. If 
v ~ V\F1 but v ~ V', then v = z ~ relint T, and one of the vertices of T is pl 
(since vCF~), which is in H +, and the other vertices of T lie in HuH +. 
(Remember that, by our choice, P0 ¢ vert T.) Similarly, V\Fz\{q2} ~ H +. 
Define, for i= 1,2, Xi= Vc~ ]&,q;] ,  xe= #X;. By assumption, 
V\Fo\{Po} = V'\Fo\{Po} = {ql}  u (X l \{p l} )  u {q2} w (X2\{p2}) and 
#(V ' \Fo \{Po})=k-2 .  Therefore x~+x2=k-2 .  Assume, w.l.o.g., that 
xl ~< x2, and therefore x2/> [-k/2-]- 1. Now, X2 = [Po, P2] c F1, and X2 ~ H +. 
Therefore #(V~H +) >1 x2+ #(g\F l \{q l} )  = x2}- #(V\F I \{P l} )  >1 
(I-k~2-] - 1) + (k - 3) = k + [-k/2-] - 4, which is >~ k, when k ~> 7. (Usually 
#(V\F~\{px})=k-2 ,  but if k(d+ 1) is odd and there is no point in the 
relative interior of a 2-face of A, then possibly # ( g\F  1 \ {pl }) = k - 3, and 
this happens at most once.) If k is even or d is odd, then #(V\F  1 \ {ql  }) = 
k - 2, and we obtain # ( Vn  H + ) >~ k + I-k~2-] - 3, which is /> k when k ~> 5. 
Thus we have shown that V is necessarily of type (0, k), unless k = 4 or 
k = 5 and d is even. Let us check these two cases separately: 
(1) k=4.  In this case V= V 'cske l lA ,  and #(V\F i \{p i} )=2 for 
i = 0, 1 ..... d, and the situation depicted in Fig. 3 becomes as in Fig. 4. Here 
#(V\F~\{q~})= #(V\F i \{p~})=k-2=2 for i= 1, 2, and V\Ft\{q~} ~H + 
for i = 1, 2. 
If #(V~H+)<4,  then (V\F~)c~(V\F2)¢ZJ. But (V\F~)c~(V\F2)= 
Vc~ ]p~, P2[, and therefore the open edge ]Pl,  P2[- contains another point 
of V (one only). Thus Vn  [P0, P~, P2] = T6 and, as in the proof of 
Lemma4.7, V\[po, Pl, P2]  C [P3,  P4 .... , Pal (the face of A opposite 
FIG. 4. 
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Pl  
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PO q~ H + 
FIG. 5. 
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[Po, PJ, P2]). Thus V= T 6 '¢ W, where W= Vn [P3 .... , Pd], i.e., Vis the 
free join of two proper subsets. 
(2) k= 5, d= 2m ~>4 is even. In this case the situation depicted in 
Fig. 3 becomes as in Fig. 5 (recall x2 >~ [-k/2-] - 1 = 3 - 1 = 2). 
As before we are going to show that 
Vcq ]P l ,  P2[ ¢,~" (4.3) 
Clearly #(Vn  ]Pl, P2[) ~< 1 (since #(VkF2) <~ 4). As before 
V'kFI\{ql} cH +. If there is a point ze VkV', then z lies in the relative 
interior of a triangle T, with vert Tc  {Pl ..... Pa} (P0 ¢ vert T). Therefore, 
if zEVkF1, then p lsver tT  and therefore z~re l in tTcH +. Thus 
V\F I \{q l}=H +. 
Similarly, VkF2k{q2} c H +. Now we distinguish two cases: 
Case I. V '= V; i.e., Vc  skel~ A. In this case # (VkF~k{q;}) is equal to 
k -3=2 for one io, l<<.i0<,d, and is equal to k -2=3 for all 
i t  {0, 1, ..., d}\{i0}. Note also that #(V\F~k{qi})= #(VkFi\{pi}) 
(i = 1, 2). It follows that # ( V\FI \ { q~ }) + # ( VkF2 \ { qz }) ~> 3 + 2. There- 
fore, if V is not of type (0,5), then (VkF1)n(VkF2)¢~.  But 
(VkF1) n (V\Fz)= Vn ]p~, P2[, which proves (4.3). 
Case II. V'¢V,i .e.,  V = V' ~ { z }, z' ~ relint T, where T is a 2-face of 
A, and p0¢T. In this case #(VkF ik{&})=k-2=3 for all O<~i<~d. It 
follows, as in case I, that #(VkFIk{q~})+#(V\F2k{q2})>>-3+3+6. 
Therefore, if V is not of type (0,5), then #((VkF1)~(VkF2)) = 
#(V\(F1 wF2)) ~> 2, and therefore #(Vc~ ]p,,  p2D = # (V' c~ ]pl,  p2[) = 
#(V'\(FluF2))>~ 1, which proves (4.3). 
Thus we have shown that the set V2= Vc~ [Po, Pl, P2] is as depicted in 
Fig. 6, and therefore of type T 7. 
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It follows that VkV 2 cFo (since #((VkFo)n [-Po, P l ,  P2])  =4), and 
similarly VkV2cF2. Next we show that VkV2cF1. In fact, if 
x~ VkV2kF1, then x lies in the relative interior of one edge [Pl, Pi] 
2~<i~<d, or of a 2-face T=[pl ,p i ,  pj], 2<<.i<j<~d, and therefore 
z E H + \V  2, hence # (Vc~ H + )/> 5, i.e., V is of type (0, 5 ; d). 
Thus we have shown that V= V2 ~ , V a-3, where Va-3= V~Fon 
F 1 n F2 = V~ [P3 .... , Pal" 
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